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Abstract
In this paper, some topological indices of benzenoid graphs and mathematical graphs are computed, using the interpolation
of sequences.
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1. Introduction

L(G) =

Throughout this paper all graphs are assumed to be
simple, finite and connected. A topological index in
the chemical literature, is a function t from the class of
connected graphs into real numbers with the property
that t(G) = t(H) whenever G and H are isomorphic1.
The eccentric connectivity index of a graph G, ξC was
proposed by Sharma, Goswami and Madan2. This is a
topological index which is defined as:
x C (G) =

å

deg(u). ecc(u)

uÎV (G )

where deg(u) denotes the degree of the vertex u in G
and ecc(u) = Max{d(x,u) | x Î V(G)}. The quantity ecc(u)
is usually named the eccentricity of vertex u in G. The
minimum and maximum of eccentricity among vertices
of G are called the radius and diameter of G, respectively.
We encourage to interested readers to consult papers3–10
for chemical meaning and11 for mathematical properties
of this topological index. Also for a simple and connected
graph G, other topological indices, modified eccentricity
connectivity L, edge eccentric connectivity index ξeC,
modified edge eccentric connectivity index Le(G), and
wiener index W(G) are defined as following equations
respectively:
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å S(u).ecc(u) ,

u ÎV(G)

Le (G) =

å

f Î E (G )

xeC (G) =

å deg(f).ecc(f)

f ÎE(G)

S( f ). ecc( f ) , W (G) =

In these definitions S(u) =

å

v ÎN ( u )

å

d(u, v )

u ,v ÎV (G )

deg(v ) , where N(u) is

the set of all neighborhoods of vertex u in G and also,
d(u,v)denote the distance between vertices u and v, in G.
For most of topological indices, a polynomial called
topological polynomial is defined, so that the first
derivative of such polynomial at x = 1 is equal to topological
index. The topological polynomials corresponding to the
above indices are as follows respectively:
ECP(G, x) =

å

u ÎV(G)

ECPe (G, x) =
WP(G, x) =

deg(u) x ecc(u) , L(G, x) =

S(u). x ecc(u)

u ÎV(G)

å deg(f). x

f ÎE(G)

å

å

ecc(f)

, Le P(G, x) =

å s(f). x

ecc(f)

f ÎE(G)

x d(u,v)

u,v ÎV(G)

These polynomials give more information about
the structure of the molecular graphs. For more
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information12–14 are recommended. For more information
about wiener index15 is recommended.

2. The Method
The method in this paper is a kind of interpolation.
For more information about interpolation and other
applications in details16–20 are purposed.
For a function f, defined on the line of real numbers,
difference operator ∆ is defined as ∆f(x) = f(x + 1) f(x). For each natural number, by ∆0f = I (f) = f and ∆nf
= ∆n-1(∆f), powers of ∆ is defined inductively. One of
the interesting features of a polynomial is that, if the
degree of polynomial f(x) is n, then we have ∆n+1f = 0.
This enables us to calculate many topological indices for
infinite families of graphs, which have a common form.
The following lemma is proved in21.

Lemma 2.1
For a real value function f, ∆nf = 0, if and only if,
f(x)=a0(x) + a1(x)x + ... + an(x)xn, so that, a0, a1, ... , an, are
all 1-periodic functions.
If for a sequence of real numbers, such as A = {an}n≥1,
we define, ∆A = {an+1- an}n≥1, then according to the above
Lemma it can be concluded that the generator of sequence
is a polynomial of degree k, if and only if ∆k(A) is a fixed
sequence while ∆k-1A is not a fixed sequence. Also for an
independent proof for this fact see22.
According to the above issues, it is concluded that
having some of the first values of indices, is enough to
obtain a closed formula for a topological index in a family
of graphs which has a common form, where the closed
formula is a polynomial or a function of polynomials. To
determine this closed formula which is in the form of a
polynomial, it is enough to obtain differences sequences
several times as far as the fixed sequence is obtained. If
such a fixed sequence is not achieved, it will be concluded
that the closed formula is not in a form of polynomial.
In this section, the methods to obtain closed formula
in the form of polynomial, which is the generator of
a sequence of real numbers such as A = {an}n≥1 are
introduced. Then, several topological indices will be
calculated using this method.
For each real number x and each positive integer n, the
falling power x n is defined as x n = x(x -1)...(x - n + 1)
and x 0 = 1 . It is supposed that the generator of
sequence of real numbers A = {an}n≥1 is a polynomial

2
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of degree k, such as P(x). The relation, Dx n = nx n-1 ,
for all positive integer n is simply as certainable23. It is
quite similar to the power derivative formula. Therefore,
considering this relation as reverse, a kind of integration
will be achieved to obtain the generator of a sequence in
x n+1
the form of polynomial. Indeed, D-1 x n =
+ C . The
n +1
following example indicates that method of obtaining the
generator of a sequence in the form of polynomial.

Example 2.2
Suppose that, the sequence, A = {an}n≥1 in order, is listed
by following sentences:
A = {3,6,11,18,27, … }
According to these sentences, we have:
∆A= {3,5,7,9 ... }
∆2A= {2,2,2,2 ... }
Given the above subjects, the generator of sequence is a
quadratic polynomial. Using the integration on ∆2A= {2}
1
n≥1, DA = {2n + C1 }n³1 , will be obtained. Given the fact
that the first term of ∆A,is equal to 3, it is obvious that C1=1.
Therefore, we get, DA = {2n1 + 1}n³1 . The integration is
repeated once more. Given the fact that the first term of
sequence is equal to 3, we get A = {n2 + n1 + 2}n³1
In the next section some topological indices will be
calculate via this method.

3. Main Results
The edge eccentric connectivity and the modified edge
eccentric connectivity indices of benzenoid graphs will
be calculated.
The benzenoid graphs consist of interconnected
hexagons as a finite line shown by Ln(G) where n indicates
the number of hexagons in each row and column [See
Figure 1].

Figure 1. Symmetric benzenoid graph.
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Now, in the following theorem, the edge connectivity
eccentric index, Ln(G) is calculated.

Proof
The sequence of index values for n=1,2,3,…,9 is as follows:
A={76,636,2588,6700,13740,24476,39676,60108,86540,
…}

Theorem 3.1
The edge eccentric connectivity index, for Ln(G) is equal
to .e c  Ln  G    32n3 - 44n + 40

Proof

Difference sequences is as follows:
DA = {560,1952,4112,7040,10736,15200,20432,26432,…}
D2A ={1392,2160,2928,3696,4464,5232,6000,…}

The sequence of index values for n=1,2,3,…,9,10 is as
follows:
A={28,208,772,1912,3820,6688,10708,16072,22972,3160
0,…}
Difference sequences are as follows:
DA={180,564,1140,1908,2868,4020,5364,6900,8628,…}

As it was seen, the generator of the sequence should
be a third-degree polynomial. = DA Taking integration
over both sides of equation D3A={768}n≥1, we get

D 2 A 768n1  1392 . Again, using the integration of
n1
both sides of equation, the following equation is obtained:
DA  384n2  1392n1  560

D2A ={384,576,768,960,1152,1344,1536,1728,…}

n1

D3A={192}n≥1
As it was seen, the generator of the sequence
should be a third-degree polynomial. The integral of
both sides of equation D3A={192}n≥1 is calculated as.

D 2 A 192n1  C1 n1 Using the first term of D2A, we
D 2 A 192n1  384
get, C1 = 384, and therefore 
n1
Again, taking the integration of both sides of equation,
the following equation is obtained:



D3A={768}n≥1



The fixed value, 560 is obtained by using the first value
of DA. As it was expected, we get
A  128n3  696n2  560n1  76

n 1

 128n3 - 72n2 - 120n + 140

n1

as the result of integration, and proof is completed.
A sequence of simple triangular graphs is shown [See
Figure 2].

DA  96n2  384n1  180

n1

The fixed value 180 is obtained using the first value of
DA. As it was expected, we have
A  32n3  192n2  180n1  28

n1

 32n3 - 44n + 40

n1

as required.

Figure 2. Triangular graphs Gn , (n=2,3,4,5)

In the following theorem, the modified edge
connectivity eccentric index for Ln(G) is calculated.

As it can be seen, the graph Gn has
 n  1 n  2 
1  2  ...   n  1 
vertex and consists of n2
2
triangle which are enclosed within a larger triangle. Now,
the wiener index will be calculated for this infinite family
of graphs.

Theorem 3.2
The modified edge eccentric connectivity index of Ln(G)
is obtained by following equation:





Λe Ln  G   128n3 - 72n2 - 120n + 140 .
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Theorem 3.3
For each integer, k ≥ 0,
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the degree of polynomial as well as the polynomial itself
can be calculated using the successive difference method.

1
2k 5  15k 4  40k 3  45k 2  18k 
40 

W  Gk 1


5. References

Proof
Calculating the first nine values of wiener index, the
following sequence is obtained:
A={0,3,21,81,231,564,1134,2142,3762}
Therefore, difference sequences are as follows:
DA = {3,18,60,150,315,588,1008,1620,…}
D2A = {15,42,90,165,273,420,612,…}
D3A = {27,48,75,108,147,192,…}
D4A = {21,27,33,39,45,…}
D5A = {6}n≥0
According to these sequences, the generator of A is
a fifth-degree polynomial. Calculating the integral of
4
A 6k1  21k 0 is obtained. Consecutive
D5A={6}k≥0, D
calculating of integral,
D 3 A  3k 2  21k1  27k 0



D 2 A k 3 

DA 

,



21 2
k  27k1  15
2

k 0

14 k  72 k  272 k  15k  3
4

3

2

1

k 0

And






1 1 5 7 4 9 3 15 2
k  k  k  k  3k1
40 20
8
2
2
k 0
1
(2k 5  15k 4  40k 3  45k 2  18k )

40
k 0


A



are obtained, as expected.

4. Conclusion
Whenever the closed formula of a topological index of an
infinite family of graphs is in the form of a polynomial,
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